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how fast a 100-meter dash, how fast, and how
much endurance he has in long-distance
running.

Therefore, Lord Elms (Wilfred) cannot see Kairi
Elms’s changes in these aspects;

As for the second aspect of Kairi Elms’s
improvement, it is the degree of smoothness in
her second line of appointment,

which has been greatly improved from before.

Originally, her Ren Vessel passed 50%, and her
Du Vessel passed 20%.

But now, her Ren Vessel has achieved great
success and her Du Vessel has reached 40%.

But this is also very interesting.

If Kairi Elms opened up the third meridian, or
brought Xion, who had opened up the three
meridians,

back to Lord Elms (Wilfred), then Lord Elms
(Wilfred) would be able to see the difference at
a glance.



After all, he opened up the two meridians.
There is a world of difference between one
meridian and three meridians.

It’s like the same pool of water. Yesterday it
was only as big as a basketball court.

Today it suddenly becomes twice as big as a
football field.

With such a huge gap, Lord Elms (Wilfred)
himself Only three meridians are opened,

so you can definitely see it at a glance.

What’s interesting is that Kairi Elms failed to
open up the third meridian like Xion did,

but improved the original two meridians a lot.

In Lord Elms (Wilfred)’s opinion, the pool of
water has always been the size of a basketball
court,

and it has not changed.

And he could not see the smoothness of Kairi
Elms’s second line of governor by his naked
eyes,

but he vaguely felt that Kairi Elms’s overall
level had been greatly improved,



so he gave him a feeling that the same pool of
water suddenly became much deeper.

Kairi Elms looked at her puzzled father, and
proactively stretched out her only left arm,
with the palm of her

hand raised in front of Lord Elms (Wilfred), and
said: “Dad, I know you have a lot of doubts.

I say nothing, you can give it to me. Number
pulse, number one will know.”

Lord Elms (Wilfred) had this intention, so he
hurriedly put his finger on Kairi Elms’s veins,

and immediately checked with his inner
strength.

Under this look, Lord Elms (Wilfred) was
stunned.

He trembled as if struck by lightning:
“Kairi…you…your Ren Vessel has become a big
success?!

This…how is this possible…I have been
practicing martial arts for so many years, and I
have never heard of anyone



who can achieve it. Dacheng pulse… In the past
few hundred years of the Elms family, with so
many ancestors and ancestors,

there has never been a single person who can
break the Ren pulse to more than 90%. The
strongest documented is only 80%…

You How is this done?!”

Kairi Elms said seriously: “Dad, this is what I
told you on the phone.
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